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Abstract: Computational stylometry is the field that studies the 

distinctive style of a written text using computational tasks. The first 

task is how to define quantifiable measures in a text and the second 

is to classify the text into a predefined category. This study propose a 

stylometric features selection approach evaluated by machine 

learning algorithms to find the finest of the features and to study the 

impact of the features selection on the classifiers performance in the 

domain of oath statement in the Quranic text. The results show that 

better classifiers performance is highly affected by the best feature 

selection which is associated to an explicit oath style. 
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Introduction 

Stylometry is the field that studies the writing style 

of a text. The computational stylometry tasks are 

authorship attribution and genre text detection, where 

authorship attribution is an approach concerned about 

analyzing texts in text mining (Tareef et al., 2010) and 

aim to find the author of unknown text while, text 

genre detection identifies the kind of the text 

(Stamatatos et al., 2000). Mainly, the computational 

tasks are feature extraction that defines a quantifiable 

measures and classification procedure that classify the 

text into a predefined category. The stylometry features 

are categorized as lexical, character, syntactic, semantic 

and application-specific feature (Stamatatos, 2009). 

Classification procedure could follow statistical or 

machine learning approaches. In general, the two 

primary applications in stylometry are authorial studies 

and chronology problems (Holmes, 1998). These 

applications are also reflected into the Quran studies. 

The Quran is an eloquent religious text written by God 

(Allah) in an adorable literary style, structurally looks 

as poetic language (Zaghouani et al., 2012) and it has 

its unique genre recognized through two elements, 

rhetorical and cohesive (Abdul-Raof, 2001). The 

contents of Quran knowledge representation is 

becoming one of the recent research areas for the 

richness of many existing patterns that can be detected 

in order to increase the understanding for such patters. 

Patterns like passages starts with qul (say), similes and 

oath-like expressions (Saad et al., 2010a). Oath-like 

expressions are one of the interested patterns as it 

serves both law and human day life. In Arabic, Oath-

like expressions expression either start with character 

‘w ‘ or phrase ‘la uqsim’ (Saad et al., 2010b). The 

detection of the oath-like expression presented in the 

form of complete phrases such as the phrase ‘la uqsim’ 

could be applicable to the human as it consists of the 

swearing verb ‘uqsim’. However, in the case of the oath 

being dependent on character ‘w’, the oath exists 

without a swearing verb (Issa, 2009; Ibrahim, 2009). 

Moreover, ‘w’ character acts like a conjunction 

character (Sayoud, 2012) and has several uses not only 

an oath character (Hassan, 2003). This make it difficult 

to identify the oath-like expression started with ‘w’. To 

the best of our knowledge, oath expressions were 

mainly studied from linguistic prospective (Issa, 2009; 

Ibrahim, 2009; Hassan, 2003).  

Therefore, in this study we propose a stylometric 

application-specific features selection approach to 

detect two kind of oath, apparent and narrative. 

Apparent oath is the oath sworn by God directly such 
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as the oath-like expression begins with ‘w’ or ‘la 

uqsim’, this expression might use the objects such as 

God features or essence (rabb) or creatures. Narrative 

oath is the oath which is narrated as the oath taker is a 

human. Narrative oath has many cases in Quran 

(Hassan, 2003) but in this study we include the most 

common two cases. First case is the ‘t’ character base 

oath, second is the general swearing verb case. Both 

cases use common oath object which is term ‘Allah’. 

The selection of mix oaths is to enrich our datasets 

with different oath types from apparent and narrative 

oaths. The objectives of the proposed approach are 

first, to investigate the performance of the application-

specific features selection in different dataset sizes 

consists of oath statements and second to examine the 

affect of these features on the machine language 

algorithms performance. 

 Existing computational works on Quran are like 

Quran ontology (Saad et al., 2010a), authorship 

attribution (Sayoud, 2012), chapters (surahs) 

chronology (Nassouro, 2011) and chapters (surahs) 

categorization (Sharaf and Eric, 2011). The following 

sections are organized as follow. Section 2 is the 

application-specific features selection and section 3 is 

the classification of machine learning algorithms. 

Feature Selection for Oath 

Feature selection is most important rather than the 

choice of machine learning method (Daelemans, 

2013). However, classifiers selection is highly related 

to feature extraction and selection. Therefore, the 

choice of features for oath domain detection requires 

specifically domain features. Application-specific 

features are domain specific and can be applied to any 

language and used to represent the nuances of style in 

a given text domain (Stamatatos, 2009). The 

application-specific features selected to detect the 

oath expression are structural and content-specific 

features. Structural can quantify the authorial style 

and significant in very short texts. Also, to better 

capture the properties of author’s style content-

specific feature can be used, as definite expressions 

frequently used within a theme. 

Results 

In this section, we present a machine learning 

experiments to oath detection via a series of 

classification experiments to obtain the main effective 

factors play an impact role in best feature selection and 

high classifiers performance. For this we performed 

two series of classification experiments using the 

structural and content-specific features with different 

classifiers, which are Bayesian network, decision tree, 

instance-based learning and neural network. We used 

three evaluation measures, which are precision, recall 

and F-measure as the basis of comparison across the 

different machine learning algorithms. 

Experimental Setup  

To run the experiments, we prepared two datasets, 

the first dataset represents the entire Quran chapters 

and, the second dataset is the entire Juz’ ‘Amma 

(chapter 30) dataset as opposed to global text in the 

Quran. Juz’ ‘Amma was chosen because oath exists in 

40% of its texts (surahs) and it contains 37 surahs 

(texts), start with the surah number 78 named as The 

Announcement (Al-Naba’) and last with surah number 

114 named as People (Al-Nas) and its surahs are 

primarily concerned with oneness of Allah, day of 

judgment and afterlife (Issa, 2009). The oath types 

included in these experiments are the apparent oath 

and narrative oath as explained in section 1. 

The proposed stylometric application-specific 

features selection for oaths is evaluated in four (4) 

experiments with different datasets as follows: 

 

• Structural feature: Classification of verses (ayat) 

using structural feature alone, applied on all 

datasets. Structural feature is used to detect the oath 

statement occur at the head of the text (surah) 

whether it is a character ‘w’ oath or a keyword oath 

• Content-specific feature: Classification of verses 

(ayat) using content-specific feature alone, applied 

on all two datasets. Content-specific feature is used 

to detect only oath statement include specific 

keyword occur in the text (surah) 

 

In order to control the bias in error rates, we applied 

10-fold cross validation (Kohavi, 1995) to split the 

Quran text into ten approximately equal partitions of 

training and testing set, each being used in turn for 

testing while the remainder consolidated for training. 

The following subsections will present the analysis and 

discussion in further details. 

Structural Feature Performance Evaluation 

 In the first experiment to analyze structural 

feature for apparent and narrative oaths detection, we 

considered the head verses from all 114 texts (surahs) 

in the Quran chapters’ dataset. Meanwhile, in the 

second experiment for oath detection in small dataset 

i.e., Juz’ ‘Amma, we considered all head verses from 

the 37 texts (surahs). 
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First Experiment: Oath Detection in Entire Quran 

In this experiment, any of the head verses from the 

114 texts (surahs) will be classified into structural if 

apparent or narrative oath is detected at the head of the 

surah. This experiment detected only structural apparent 

oaths ‘w’ and ‘la uqsim’ occurred at the head of the texts 

(surahs) with absence of structural keywords from 

narrative oaths. This experiment employed structural-

based features in stylometry with Bayesian Networks, 

DT, IBL and Multilayer Perceptron. 

The classification results are represented in Table 

1. The results showed that all classifiers have good 

performance for the precision and F-measure 

measurements. 

Second Experiment: Oath Detection in Juz Amma 

In this experiment, all head verses extracted from the 

37 surahs in Juz’ ‘Amma will be classified into structural 

if oath is detected at the head of the surah. This 

experiment detected structured ap parent oaths ‘w’ and 

‘la uqsim’ keyword in Juz’ ‘Amma, with the absence of 

other structured narrative keywords. This experiment 

employed structural-based features in stylometry with 

BN, DT, IBL and MLP. The classification results are 

represented in Table 2. The results showed that the 

precision and F-measure in DT, IBL and MLP are giving 

better results than BN. 

It is imperative to note that both experiments 

obtained the higher results for apparent oath, which 

conclude that oath exist at head of surahs is rich with 

apparent oath compare to narrative oath.  

In general, results from the structural feature 

experiments clearly indicate that structural feature is 

better to quantify oath statements at the head of the 

surahs in both small and big datasets. Hence the second 

stylometric feature is required in order to expand oath 

investigation at other parts of the surahs instead of the 

head, which is content-specific feature. 

Content-Specific Feature Performance Evaluation 

In the first experiment to analyze content-based 

feature for oaths and oath-like expressions, we 

considered all 6,236 verses from the 114 surahs in the 

Quran chapters’ dataset. In the second experiment, we 

considered 564 verses from the 37 surahs of Juz’ 

‘Amma dataset. 

First Experiment: Oath Detection in Entire Quran 

In this experiment, apparent and narrative oath 

verses (ayat) in texts (surahs) will be classified into 

content-specific if a keyword from apparent or 

narrative oath is detected using content-specific 

features. This experiment detected keywords of 

apparent oaths ‘la uqsim’, ‘rabb’ and narrative oaths 

keywords ‘aqsam’u b’i Allah’, ‘t- Allah’. The 

classification results are represented in Table 3. The 

measurements of precision, recall and F-measure 

showed that the IBL and MLP give better results than 

BN and DT. 

Second Experiment: Oath Detection in Juz Amma 

This experiment detected none of oath keywords. 

The classification results are represented in Table 4. 

The measurements of precision, recall and F-measure 

showed that none of the chosen classifiers produce 

any detection results on this stylometric feature. 

Results from the content-specific experiments 

clearly indicate that it performs better to quantify oath 

statements in Quran chapters dataset compare with a 

small dataset. This concludes that Juz’ ‘Amma 

contains very little or none keywords compare to the 

Quran chapters dataset. 

 

Table 1. Results for structural-based oath detection 

 Precision  Recall  F-Measure 

 ---------------------------------- ------------------------------------- ----------------------------------- 

Classifier True False False False True False 

BN 0.992 1 0.992 1 0.992 1 

J48 0.992 1 0.992 1 0.992 1 

IBK 0.992 1 0.992 1 0.992 1 

Multilayer perceptron 0.992 1 0.992 1 0.992 1 

 
Table 2. Results for structural-based oath in Juz Amma 

 Precision  Recall  F-Measure 

 ------------------------------------ ------------------------------------ -------------------------------- 

Classifier True False False False True False 

BN 0.774 0.981 0.706 0.987 0.738 0.984 

J48 0.829 1.000 1.000 0.987 0.907 0.993 

IBK 0.829 1.000 1.000 0.987 0.907 0.993 

Multilayer perceptron 0.829 1.000 1.000 0.987 0.907 0.993 
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Table 3. Results for content-specific -feature in entire quran 

 Precision  Recall  F-Measure 

 ------------------------------- -------------------------------- ---------------------------------- 

Classifier  True False False False True False 

BN 1.000 0.996 0.067 1.000 0.125 0.998 

J48 0.767 0.996 0.767 0.999 0.767 0.999 

IBK 0.781 0.996 0.833 0.999 0.806 0.999 

Multilayer perceptron 0.781 0.996 0.833 0.999 0.806 0.999 

 
Table 4. Results for content-specific -feature in Juz Amma 

 Precision  Recall  F-Measure 

 --------------------------------- ---------------------------------- ---------------------------------- 

Classifier  True False False False True False 

BN 0 0.984 0 0.995 0 0.989 

J48 0 0.984 0 1.000 0 0.992 

IBK 0 0.984 0 0.998 0 0.991 

Multilayer perceptron 0 0.984 0 0.998 0 0.991 

 
Table 5. Classifiers performance versus feature selection 

High classifier’s performance r Feature Oath style detected Dataset size 

BN, DT, IBL, MLP Structural w and la uqsim Big 

DT, IBL, MLP Structural w and la uqsim small 

IBL, MLP Content-specific rabb, la uqsim and narratives Big 

None Content-specific None small 

 

Classifier Performance Evaluation  

Comparing the performance of the classifiers from 

the previous experiments it is clearly indicate that the 

best feature is the structural feature obtained better 

machine learning algorithms performance compare to 

content-specific feature experiments as in Table 5. 

Conclusion 

The results of all the four (4) experiments have led 

us to two main conclusions. First, machine learning 

algorithms performance directly depends on the best 

feature selection. This can be seen from the structural 

feature which performed best results in both big and 

small datasets. Second, best feature performance 

depends on the specific oath styles, as seen structural 

feature depends on apparent oath i.e the oath-like 

expressions ‘w’ and ‘la uqsim’. For future work, the 

oath conjunctions which are neighbors of the main 

oath statement will be studied based on a syntactic n-

gram feature, a recent stylometric feature        

(Sidorov et al., 2014). 
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